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DPCN++: Differentiable Phase Correlation
Network for Versatile Pose Registration

Zexi Chen, Yiyi Liao, Haozhe Du, Haodong Zhang, Xuecheng Xu, Haojian Lu, Rong Xiong, and Yue Wang

Abstract—Pose registration is critical in vision and robotics. This paper focuses on the challenging task of initialization-free pose
registration up to 7DoF for homogeneous and heterogeneous measurements. While recent learning-based methods show promise
using differentiable solvers, they either rely on heuristically defined correspondences or are prone to local minima. We present a
differentiable phase correlation (DPC) solver that is globally convergent and correspondence-free. When combined with simple feature
extraction networks, our general framework DPCN++ allows for versatile pose registration with arbitrary initialization. Specifically, the
feature extraction networks first learn dense feature grids from a pair of homogeneous/heterogeneous measurements. These feature
grids are then transformed into a translation and scale invariant spectrum representation based on Fourier transform and spherical
radial aggregation, decoupling translation and scale from rotation. Next, the rotation, scale, and translation are independently and
efficiently estimated in the spectrum step-by-step using the DPC solver. The entire pipeline is differentiable and trained end-to-end.
We evaluate DCPN++ on a wide range of registration tasks taking different input modalities, including 2D bird’s-eye view images, 3D
object and scene measurements, and medical images. Experimental results demonstrate that DCPN++ outperforms both classical and
learning-based baselines, especially on partially observed and heterogeneous measurements.

Index Terms—Pose registration, Differentiable solver, End-to-end learning
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1 INTRODUCTION

POSE registration aims to estimate the relative pose given
a pair of measurements. It stems as a core competence

for numerous applications, including object pose estima-
tion [58], scene reconstruction [43], localization [44], and
medical imaging [74]. Pose registration remains a challeng-
ing task in the initialization-free setting, in particular for
partially observed or heterogeneous measurements.

Recently, learning-based pose registration methods have
shown promise in addressing these challenges. The pio-
neering work directly learns pose regression [39], however,
the lack of interpretability hinders generalization. More
recent approaches incorporate a differentiable and explicit
solver into deep neural networks. This allows for enhancing
the interpretability by splitting the task into two stages,
trainable feature extraction and classical pose solving, while
being able to be trained end-to-end. Despite usually being
parameter-free, the pose solver is a key component as it
provides gradients for the feature extraction network. In this
work, we investigate a key question, what is an ideal solver
for learning-based pose registration?

Existing learning-based methods leverage two types of
solvers depending on whether they rely on explicit cor-
respondences. Correspondence-based solvers, e.g., an SVD
solver, infer the pose based on a set of matched points [59],
[71], [72]. This line of approaches can obtain a global opti-
mum given good correspondences. However, it requires the
network to explicitly learn intermediate (typically redun-
dant) keypoints and their matching relationships, thereby
forcing the network to address a higher-dimensional prob-
lem than the pose registration itself. Moreover, it heavily
relies on outlier elimination to obtain robust pose registra-
tion, and the network can be misguided when the solver
fails given bad correspondences.

Another line of work avoids intensive feature matching
by leveraging correspondence-free solvers. Given a pair of
extracted features instead of explicit correspondences, this
type of solver iteratively updates the pose to maximize
the feature similarity along the gradients [1]. This gradient-
based solver requires a good initialization and easily gets
stuck in the local minimum. The suboptimal solution can
also mislead the feature extraction network.

Analyzing these two lines of work, we identify two
key properties of an ideal solver for learning-based pose
registration: i) It should avoid explicit correspondence, thus
relieving the burden of learning heuristically defined fea-
tures and preventing outlier elimination. ii) It should avoid
local minimum solutions and ideally reach the global op-
timum in a non-iterative manner, hence providing direct
supervision to the feature extraction network towards the
best outcome. In this paper, we propose to use the classical
phase correlation [5], [55] as a differentiable solver that
satisfies both criteria, i.e., being correspondence-free and
globally convergent. When combined with simple feature
extraction networks, our deep phase correlation network
can perform global registration without any initialization
and generalizes well on unseen objects, achieving superior
performance compared to existing learned-based methods.
In contrast to the classical phase correlation, our learning-
based approach can estimate the relative pose given par-
tially observed measurements with fewer overlaps as well as
heterogeneous measurements, e.g., CT and MRI. Moreover,
we provide a general pose registration framework for both,
bird’s eye view (BEV) 2D images and 3D measurements.

Fig. 1 illustrates our general pose registration frame-
work by leveraging a simple deep feature extraction net-
work and a differentiable correspondence-free global solver.
Specifically, we reformulate the pose registration prob-
lem as feature grid matching. Given a pair of homoge-
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Fig. 1: A general registration framework that can solve from 2D registration to 3D registration without requiring any initial
guess. Left: Examples of input that can be pose estimated by DPCN++. Middle: We reformulate the registration problem as grid
matching by rasterizing different inputs into either 2D or 3D grids. Considering the heterogeneous information contained in the
two rasterized grids, the equivalent features are further extracted by trainable extractors, e.g. UNets. If well trained, the pose
(4DoF in 2D case or 7DoF in 3D) between such domain-aligned features is estimated by the later on differentiable solver, phase
correlation. The estimated pose is then supervised by the ground truth and the gradient of which is back-propagated to the feature
extractors for better performance. Right: Demonstration of the pose-aligned results.

neous/heterogeneous measurements, we adopt feature ex-
traction networks to learn the dense feature grids, respec-
tively. At the core of our method is a correspondence-
free, differentiable solver that decouples the estimation of
rotation, translation, and scale. Based on the feature grids,
we build the translation and scale-invariant spectrum repre-
sentation to decouple the translation and scale from rotation,
using Fourier transform and spherical radial aggregation.
Next, the rotation, scale and translation are efficiently esti-
mated in the spectrum step-by-step independently. In each
step, the estimator is built upon the whole sub-solution
space (translation, scale or rotation) correlation, thus is glob-
ally convergent. By modeling the estimator in a probabilistic
manner, our solver is fully differentiable and allows for
updating the feature extraction network from pose loss end
to end. We summarize our contributions as follows:

• Our core contribution is to incorporate a globally con-
vergent, correspondence-free, up to 7 degree of freedom
(7DoF ) phase correlation solver into learning-based
pose registration. This allows for learning a simple
feature matching network guided by pose estimation
error instead of manually designed correspondences.

• Our framework is generally applicable to both 3D
measurements and gravity aligned BEV images. More-
over, our method can serve for inputs across different
modalities by simply leveraging two different feature
extraction networks.

• We validate the effectiveness of our method via ex-
tensive experiments. Our method achieves superior
performance compared to both classical and learning-
based baselines, especially on partially observed or
heterogeneous measurements.

• We release a multi-modal Aero-Ground Dataset, in-
tending to facilitate cooperative localization between
ground mobile robots, micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) and
satellites.

Our work is an extension of a conference paper [10],
where we introduce the Differentiable Phase Correlation
Network (DPCN) that solves the pose registration problem

between two gravity aligned BEV images. In this paper,
we present a general framework, DPCN++, that solves
homogeneous and heterogeneous pose registration in both
2D and 3D space, extending DPCN in terms of both method
and experiments. Specifically, 1) we extend the registration
dimension from 2D to 3D by leveraging spherical and SO(3)
Fourier transforms, leading to a framework capable of solv-
ing pose registration for both 2D BEV images pairs and 3D
representation pairs. 2) We conduct extensive experiments
for versatile 3D-3D pose registration tasks on both synthetic
and real-world datasets.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 3D-3D Homogeneous Registration
3D-3D pose registration based on homogeneous measure-
ments is one of the most studied scenarios in pose registra-
tion. We categorize previous works on this problem into di-
rect regression, correspondence-based and correspondence-
free methods.

Direct Regression Methods: To guide the feature learning
by a differentiable pose regression solver in an end-to-
end manner, some methods learn to directly regress the
pose by a fully connected network. AlignNet [19] utilizes a
MLP layer for alignment estimation from the global feature.
PCRNet [52] introduces a canonical pose as an intermediate
stage to reduce the space for direct pose regression. 3DReg-
Net [40] follows a similar way but utilizes correspondence
as the input. These methods reveal the trend of end-to-end
learning. One drawback is that the output pose is directly
regressed by neural networks instead of being estimated by
an explicit solver, so the lack of interpretability usually leads
to weak generalization.

Correspondence-Based Methods: The correspondence-
based registration method originates from the well-known
iterative closest point (ICP) [4]. Many follow-up variants
are proposed [50], [49], [11], [18]. The solver of the point-
to-point ICP is global convergent. The main limitation is
the nearest neighbor based correspondence strategy, which
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highly depends on the initialization. Therefore, learning is
employed to improve the feature extraction and feature
matching. DCP [59] incorporates DGCNN [60] for point
cloud embedding and an attention-based module for feature
matching, followed by a differentiable SVD solver for an
end-to-end pose estimation architecture. DGR [12] uses fully
convolutional geometric features [13] for feature extraction
and applies 6-dimensional segmentation for correspondence
prediction. DeepGMR [71] learns to find pose-invariant
correspondences between Gaussian mixture models that
approximate the shape, and compute the transformation
based on the model parameters, so that the noise in the
raw point cloud can be suppressed. The main limitation of
correspondence-based learning methods is the robustness
of the SVD solver. It enforces feature matching to be almost
outlier free, which is unfortunately hard to achieve for the
feature network.

Concerning the problem mentioned above, another line
of efforts has been made for solver improvement. Go-ICP
[70] utilizes a Branch-and-Bound (BnB) method to search the
whole SE(3) space to get a globally optimal solution. FGR
[75] uses second-order optimization and applies a Geman-
McClure cost function to reach global registration of high
accuracy. DGR [12] proposes an outlier robust registration
method as post-processing to finetune the result yielded
by the learning stage. TEASER [69] is the first certifiable
registration algorithm dealing with a large percentage of
outliers, of which the main idea is the decoupling of scale,
translation and rotation. However, these solvers are usually
not differentiable, making it hard to guide the features and
matching in an end-to-end manner.

Correspondence-Free Methods: The core idea of correspon-
dence free methods is to estimate the pose based on the sim-
ilarity of features between two measurements. According to
the convergence of solver, we further categorize this line
of methods into locally convergent and globally convergent
ones.

The locally convergent correspondence-free pose regis-
tration is inspired by the optical flow in 2D image regis-
tration. A pioneering work, PointNetLK [1], extracts global
features using PointNet [46] and extends Lucas-Kanade
algorithm [35] to feature space for iterative estimation of
the pose. Li et al. [31] follow the idea of PointNetLK
and propose an analytical form of Jacobian to improve
the performance in mismatched conditions. Huang et al.
[23] further add a feature-metric loss to the PointNetLK
framework as a side task, which directly enforces the feature
similarity between the aligned measurements. One of the
limitations of this line of methods is the iterative solver,
which is sensitive to the initialization, and the local minima
may mislead the feature learning.

The globally convergent correspondence-free method
mainly employs the idea of phase correlation. Bülow et
al. [5] and PHASER [3] both utilize spherical and spa-
tial Fourier transforms to estimate the relative pose using
correlation [57] in the spectrum. The global convergence
lies in the correlation, which is an intrinsically exhaustive
search, but can be evaluated efficiently via decoupling in
the spectrum. Inspired by these methods, we introduce a
differentiable version of phase correlation to enable end-to-

end learning based on a globally convergent solver. In con-
trast to [5], [3], our framework achieves better registration
performance and is applicable to versatile pose registration
tasks by learning from data. Recently, with the progress
of geometric deep learning, Zhu et al. [77] apply SO(3)-
equivariance embedding for feature learning. The rotation
is globally estimated in the feature space, skipping the stage
of making correspondence. However, this method may fail
when the relative pose has both relative rotation and trans-
lation.

2.2 3D-3D Heterogeneous Registration
Multi-modal data may vary in the data structure, physical
and anatomical principles, intensity and noise [51], which
makes the registration task much more challenging. Hetero-
geneous pose registration tasks mainly come from medical
image analysis. In order to register heterogeneous measure-
ments, one line of works [9], [8], [53] employs handcrafted
mutual information as a similarity measure [61] and utilizes
bio-inspired optimization algorithm for minimization, like
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). Kisaki et al. [28] ac-
celerate the registration by the Levenberg-Marquardt opti-
mization algorithm, which, however, depends on the initial
value. Several algorithms also use the Branch-and-Bound
framework to overcome the randomness of the bio-inspired
optimization algorithms [17], [41]. Yang et al. [68] propose a
general framework for certifiable robust geometric percep-
tion, which exploits the registration between the 3D mesh
model and point clouds. As the efforts for solver improve-
ment in homogeneous pose registration, these solvers show
good performance when the feature is correctly designed,
but they are not differentiable, thus cannot be applied to
guide the automatic feature learning.

Deep learning is also introduced to solve the heteroge-
neous registration, mainly for learning the similarity metric
or estimating transformation directly. Lee et al. [30] reformu-
late the problem of learning similarity measures to a binary
classification of aligned and misaligned patches, tested on
CT-MRI and PET-MRI volumes. CNN/RNN based methods
[20], [54], [65] are proposed to learn local similarity metrics
for better registration. Reinforcement learning is utilized in
[32], [36] to learn the pose regression directly, which can be
trained in an end-to-end manner, but may have a weaker
generalization due to the lack of the explicit solver. Cao et
al. [7] employ the network to warp the image in a non-rigid
way for medical image registration. These methods show
the advantages of the learning-based methods, especially
in learning the feature space across heterogeneous modals.
One of their limitations is the dependency on the initializa-
tion, which constrains the convergence basin of the learned
similarity and warping strategy.

2.3 2D-2D Registration
The trend in 2D-2D registration is similar to 3D-3D regis-
tration. Early methods employ hand-crafted image feature
point matching to generate correspondences, like SIFT [33],
which is then fed to the solver for pose registration. To
deal with large appearance change in two images, learning-
based methods are applied for feature detection and match-
ing, like SuperPoint [15], R2D2 [47] and D2Net [16] which
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shows good performance in visual localization [73]. To
avoid the ground truth correspondences, direct regression
is connected to the feature network in an end-to-end way in
DAM [45]. However, as in 3D-3D registration, such solvers
may have weaker generalization performance due to the
lack of explicit constraints. Currently, a common practice
in image registration is to employ a robust solver as a post-
processing step [24].

General image registration shown above deals with
6DoF pose. In this paper, we focus on the 4DoF reg-
istration problem for BEV images. It can be solved
by the correspondence-based methods above, but also
correspondence-free methods. To build robust similarity
under appearance change for images, Kaslin et al. [25] apply
normalized cross-correlation (NCC) on geometric measure-
ments, and WNCC [67] recursively rotates the source in
a small range to match the rotation. Kummerle et al. [29]
and Ruchti et al. [48] utilize hand-craft features to localize
LiDAR against satellite maps. To learn the feature instead
of hand-crafted ones, Kim et al. [27] utilize feature maps
trained from other tasks to measure the similarity. However,
it is unclear how to design tasks to improve the feature
learning. More recently, Lu et al. [34] and Tang et al. [56] pro-
pose to learn the embedding with a differentiable exhaustive
search solver in the discretized solution space, and show
good results. But due to the expensive search, the efficiency
is low, and the discretization is only applied in the local
range. To improve the search efficiency, Barnes et al. [2] pro-
pose to evaluate the similarity in the frequency spectrum. To
further eliminate the constraint of local range, phase correla-
tion (PC) [55], which searches the global optimal pose in the
whole solution space by reformulating the problem into the
spectrum, is investigated in the context of end-to-end deep
learning for homogeneous [63] and heterogeneous pose
registration [10]. These works show promises of introducing
a global convergent and a differentiable solver, which guides
the feature learning towards the best outcome. However,
both methods can only be applied to 2D. In contrast, we
leverage the classic phase correlation [5] [55], combine them
with deep learning, and propose a general framework for
versatile pose registration that is applicable to both 3D-3D
and 2D-2D pose registration.

3 OVERVIEW

Given two measurements with homogeneous or heteroge-
neous modality, e.g., point cloud and mesh, our goal is to
estimate their relative pose up to 7DoF , including rotation,
scale and translation, without referring to an initial value. In
this work, we first derive the method for 7DoF 3D-3D pose
registration and consider the 4DoF orthogonal 2D-2D pose
registration as its degenerated version. We now formally
state the problem in sequel.

3.1 Problem Statement
Let v1 and v2 denote two measurements linked by an un-
known relative pose T = {t, r, µ} with translation t ∈ R3,
rotation r ∈ SO(3), and isotropic scale µ. A general end-to-
end learning-based pose registration problem can be stated
as

min
θ1,θ2
‖T∗ − arg max

T
C(Qθ1(v1), Qθ2(ΩTv2))‖ (1)

Fig. 2: The overall pipeline of the DPC on grids. Rotation:
The translation and scale are decoupled from the rotation once
we focus on the magnitudes of the corresponding Fourier trans-
form and project them to the sphere. Then the SO(3) rotation on
the sphere is estimated with spherical phase correlation. Scale:
The source is rotation-compensated with the target considering
the estimated rotation. Then, both the source and the target
are accumulated to 2D and log-polar transformed. With the
log-polar transformation, the scale are remapped to the hori-
zontal part of the accumulated images and is further estimated
with the 2D Cartesian phase correlation. Translation: Once the
source and the target are rotation and scale compensated, the
corresponding translation is estimated with the 3D Cartesian
phase correlation.

where Qθ1 and Qθ2 are two deep networks extracting fea-
tures from the inputs, such as point clouds, meshes and
signed distant fields (SDF), ΩT is the pose transformation
applied to the input with proper operation generated by T,
T∗ is the ground truth, C is a scoring function measure the
similarity. The key challenge is the design of a differentiable
and global convergent arg maxC(·, ·), so that the gradient of
Qθ1 and Qθ2 can be correctly derived for learning.

In correspondence-based methods, arg maxC(·, ·) is sub-
stituted with Euclidean distance between correspondences
and closed-form SVD solver, thus differentiable and global
convergent. But these methods assume that the correspon-
dence yielded by Qθ1 and Qθ2 is perfect, which may be
difficult in practice, especially for heterogeneous inputs.
In correspondence-free methods, arg maxC(·, ·) is approx-
imated by a numerical iterative process, which is differ-
entiable, but the gradient based iteration may mislead the
learning of Qθ1 and Qθ2 due to the local minimums, thus
highly depends on an initial value in both training and
testing stage.
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3.2 Method Overview
Our method, DPCN++, also consists of a trainable feature
extraction network and a differentiable pose registration
solver. To address the challenge, We follow the classic idea
of correspondence-free phase correlation in [5], and present
a differentiable phase correlation solver as arg maxC(·, ·).

Specifically, as shown in Fig. 2, after applying feature
extraction Qθ , we represent the inputs in feature grids with
axes {k1,k2,k3}, and indexed by k ∈ [−B,B − 1]3, where
B is the bandwidth:

g1(k) = Qθ1(v1) (2)
g2(k) = Qθ2(v2), (3)

Then we feed the feature grids to the differentiable phase
correlation solver, denoted as QDPC , to generate rotation,
scale and translation, which can be supervised as

min
θ1,θ2
‖T∗ −QDPC(g1(k), g2(ΩTk))‖. (4)

Thanks to the global convergence of differentiable phase
correlation, the feature extraction network can be guided
by the solver without ambiguity.

4 DIFFERENTIABLE PHASE CORRELATION

We begin the presentation of QDPC from two feature grids
g1 and g2 linked by a relative 7DoF pose, we have

g1(k) = g2(rα,β,γkµ− t), (5)

where we employ Z − Y − Z Eular angle {α, β, γ} to
parameterize the rotation r. To solve the unknown pose,
we sequentially decouple the translation, scale from the
rotation, and estimate the rotation, scale and translation
step-by-step inversely.

Translation Invariance: Following the common practice that
lowercase letters indicate the time domain variables and
the uppercases indicate the frequency domain, we have the
corresponding 3D Discrete Fourier Transform of the grid
g(k) as G(j):

G(j) =
1

(2B)3

∑
k

g(k)e−i2π(jTk), (6)

where j is the sampled frequency with the axes of
{j1, j2, j3}. With Eq. 6, the relationship between g1(k) and
g2(k) as in Eq. 5 can be given in the frequency domain as:

G1(j) = µ−3G2(rα,β,γjµ
−1)ei2π(rα,β,γjµ

−1)T t. (7)

By taking the magnitude of the frequency spectrum, we
have

|G1(j)| = µ−3|G2(rα,β,γjµ
−1)|, (8)

Note that the two magnitude spectrum is invariant to trans-
lation t, and only depend on the relative rotation rα,β,γ and
scale µ. For brevity, we further denote the magnitude as
Ĝ(j):

Ĝ(j) = |G(j)| = |F(g(k))|, (9)

where F is the Fourier transform.

Scale Invariance: We further eliminate the scale dependency
in Ĝ(j). Specifically, we formulate a spherical function s(λ)

defined on the unit sphere λ ∈ �2 by projecting each cell of
Ĝ(j) to sphere coordinates following

s(λ) =
∑
j∈Γλ

Ĝ(j) (10)

Γλ = {j|λ = [arctan(
j2
j1

), arccos(
j3√

j2
1 + j2

2 + j2
3

)]} (11)

where j = [j1, j2, j3]. In spherical coordinates, λ actually
encodes a ray direction, so all cells passed by the ray are
summed as the value of s(λ).

With radial aggregation, we note that s(λ) is invariant
to scale change, and only depends on the rotation rα,β,γ as:

s1(λ) = µ−3s2(λ(rα,β,γj)). (12)

By further normalizing the grids, µ−3 in Eq. 12 is elim-
inated with s1(λ) = s2(λ(rα,β,γj)). The projected sphere
is further resampled following the “DH-Grid” sampling
theorem by Driscoll and Healy [21] and create a resampled
grid on the sphere with the size of 2B × 2B. Such sampling
of s(λ) is implemented with interpolation, yielding š(λ̌)
with the spherical coordinate λ̌ mapped from λ.

4.1 Rotation Registration
Based on the analysis above, we arrive at two spherical
functions derived from the raw measurements, which is
translation and scale invariant. Now we propose a global
convergent and differentiable rotation registration solver to
align š1(λ̌) and š2(λ̌).

Spherical Phase Correlation: Given two spherical functions
with relative rotation rα,β,γ , we define the correlation on
unit sphere as:

f(rα,β,γ) =

∫
λ̌∈�2

š1(λ̌)š2(rα,β,γλ̌)dλ̌, (13)

As shown in [37], the SO(3) Fourier transform of f(rα,β,γ),
denoted as F lmn, can be efficiently evaluated by point-wise
multiplication, �, of the spherical Fourier transform of two
spheres as:

F lmn = Šlm,1 � Šln,2, (14)

where Šlm,1 and Šln,2 are the spherical Fourier transform
of š1(λ̌) and š2(λ̌), and Šln,2 is the conjugate. In our case,
m = n. The spherical Fourier transform are defined as:

Šlm =

√
2π

2B

∑
λ̌

amš(λ̌)Y lm(λ̌), (15)

where Y lm is the (2l + 1) spherical harmonics of degree
l and order m, am is the weight to compensate for an
oversampling at the pole, and empirically given by [21]. The
complete derivation of the spherical Fourier transform can
be found in [37]. Note that in our case, m = n and l = B in
Eq. 14. Considering Eq. 13, Eq. 14, and Eq. 15, we have:

FSO(3)(f(rα,β,γ)) = FS2(š1(λ̌))� FS2(š2(rα,β,γλ̌)), (16)

where FSO(3) and FS2 denote for the SO(3) Fourier trans-
form and spherical Fourier transform respectively.

Therefore, by taking the inverse SO(3) Fourier trans-
form, denoted as iFSO(3) of Eq. 16, we have the correlation
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map defined on theZ−Y−Z Euler angle space. The rotation
registration can then be solved by searching the index with
the highest correlation:

[α̂, β̂, γ̂] = arg max f(rα,β,γ)

= arg max iFSO(3)(FSO(3)(f(rα,β,γ)))

= arg max iFSO(3)(FS2(š1(λ̌))

� FS2(š2(rα,β,γλ̌))).

(17)

The rotation registration solver actually evaluates the
correlation for all possible Euler angles with the discretiza-
tion resolution of ± π

(2B) for α and γ, and ± π/2
(2B) for β in an

efficient way. Obviously, this solver is agnostic to the initial
value and guarantees a global optimal rotation at the error
level determined by the resolution.

Probabilistic Approximation: To make the solver differen-
tiable, we approximate arg max by probabilistic modeling.
We map the resultant correlation f(rα,β,γ) in Eq. 17 to a
discrete probability density function p(rα,β,γ) by softmax
function:

p(f(ri)) =
eξrf(ri)∑
j e
ξrf(rj)

, (18)

where ξr is the solver temperature controlling the peak
property of the density, and can be learned by data. With an
abuse of notation, we use the subscript i and j to indicate
the enumeration of the discretized 3D Z − Y − Z Euler
angle space. We take the expectation of the rotation as the
estimation:

r̂ =
∑
r

rip(f(ri)). (19)

We design two types of losses for supervision. The L1
loss between r̂ and the ground truth r∗:

Lr,l1 = ‖r∗ − r̂‖1, (20)

and the KL-Divergence between the rotation density and a
gaussian δr∗ peaking at the ground truth r∗:

Lr,kld = KLD(p(f(r)), δr∗), (21)

where the standard deviation of the gaussian is a hand-
crafted parameter. By probabilistic estimation, we approx-
imate the global convergent solver Eq. 17 using a differen-
tiable process.

4.2 Scale Registration
Recall the magnitude spectrum in Eq. 8, we can eliminate
the effect of rotation by rotating Ĝ2(j) with the estimated
r̂α̂,β̂,γ̂ in Eq. 17 and form Ĝr̂2(j):

Ĝr̂2(j) = Ĝ2(r̂α̂,β̂,γ̂j), (22)

which is differed to Ĝ1(j) only by scale µ:

Ĝ1(j) = µ−3Ĝr̂2(jµ−1). (23)

When dealing with such isotropic scale, we simplify the
problem into 2D by accumulating the cubic grids along one
axis (e.g. j1) and form a 2D square grid:

Ĝ·(2d)(j(2d)) =
B−1∑
j1=−B

Ĝ·(j), (24)

where j(2d) ∈ [−B,B− 1]2 stands for axes in 2D grid Ĝ·(2d)
(e.g. {j2, j3}). Therefore, Eq. 23 becomes:

Ĝ1(2d)
(j(2d)) = µ−3Ĝr̂2(2d)

(j(2d)µ
−1). (25)

By representing Ĝ·(2d)(j(2d)) in the log-polar coordinate, we
have:

ρ.(log |j(2d)|,∠j(2d)) = Ĝ·(2d)(j(2d)). (26)

We then aggregate the second dimension of the log-polar
representation by summation, yielding:

ρ̂.(log |j(2d)|) =
∑

∠j(2d)

ρ.(log |j(2d)|,∠j(2d)), (27)

which leads to the representation reflecting the scale as shift:

ρ̂1(log |j(2d)|) = µ−3ρ̂2(log |j(2d)|+ logµ−1), (28)

where logµ−1 and log |j(2d)| are further denoted as µ and j
for brevity.

Cartesian Phase Correlation: To solve the scale registration
in Eq. 28, we apply the similar phase correlation as Eq. 13
for rotation, but in Cartesian coordinates. Specifically, the
correlation is defined as:

f̃(µ) =

∫
ρ̂1(j)ρ̂2(j − µ)dj, (29)

We again apply Fourier transform to Eq. 28 to find the
solution. Based on Eq. 7, we have:

P1(J) = µ−3P2(J)ei2πJ
Tµ, (30)

where P1 and P2 are the Fourier spectrum of ρ̂1 and ρ̂2,
J is the sampled frequency. To evaluate the correlation in
frequency domain, we calculate the cross-power spectrum
Fµ as:

F̃µ(P1, P2) = P1 · P̄2 = µ−3|P2|2ei2πJ
Tµ, (31)

Note that the phase of the cross-power spectrum is equiva-
lent to the phase difference between grids. We then estimate
the scale by taking the inverse Fourier transform (iF) of
F̃µ
|P2|2 , yielding a normalized and impulsed correlation map
f(µ), which ideally peaks at the real scale:

f(µ) = iF(
F̃µ

|P2|2
) = iF(µ−3ei2πJ

Tµ) (32)

As Eq. 19, the estimation is built as:

µ̂ =
∑
µ
i

µ
i
p(f(µ

i
)), (33)

where p(f(µ
i
)) is given by softmax function:

p(f(µ
i
)) =

eξµf(µ
i
)∑

j e
ξµf(µ

j
)
, (34)

following the probabilistic approximation in Eq. 18. After
estimating µ̂ and p(f(µ

i
)), we can easily recover µ̂ and

p(f(µi)) with µ = log µ−1. Then we define both L1 loss
nad the KL-Divergence for scale registration:

Lµ,l1 = ‖µ∗ − µ̂‖1 (35)
Lµ,kld = KLD(p(f(µ)), δµ∗). (36)
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4.3 Translation Registration

With the estimated µ̂, we can further eliminate the effect of
scale in frequency spectrum in Eq. 5 as:

g1(k) = gr̂,µ̂2 (k − t). (37)

Note that the form is similar to Eq. 28 for the scale registra-
tion, but with the translation in 3D, so we apply 3D Carte-
sian phase correlation for the correlation of the translation
as:

f(t) = iF(
F̃

|G2|2
) = iF(ei2πj

T t), (38)

and build the expectation for translation registration:

t̂ =
∑
t

tip(f(ti)), (39)

where p(f(ti)) is derived by

p(f(ti)) =
eξtf(ti)∑
j e
ξtf(tj)

. (40)

We can also define both L1 loss and the KL-Divergence for
translation registration:

Lt,l1 = ‖t∗ − t̂‖1 (41)
Lt,kld = KLD(p(f(t)), δt∗). (42)

Finally we finish the three-stage differentiable phase
correlation solver, QDPC , for rotation, scale and translation
registration, which is also globally convergent, and is able
to back-propagate the error from losses to the input feature
grids g1(k) and g2(k), as well as the three solver tempera-
ture parameters {ξr, ξµ, ξt}.

4.4 Extension to 2D

In some applications, the pitch and roll, as well as the height
can be aligned with onboard sensor e.g. air-ground BEV
image registration, leaving the 7DoF pose to 4DoF . So we
also extend the phase correlation to 4DoF pose registration
with the input of 2D grids.

Given two 2D grids g1(2d)
and g2(2d)

linked by the relative
translation t, rotation r and scale µ:

g1(2d)
(k(2d)) = g2(2d)

(rαk(2d)µ− t), (43)

where k(2d) ∈ [−B,B − 1]2 denotes the index of 2D grid.

Decoupling of Translation, Scale and Rotation: We also
follow the decoupling idea in 7DoF by first eliminating the
translation. Replace Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 with 2D Fourier trans-
form, we decouple the translation from pose registration:

Ĝ1(2d)
(j(2d)) = Ĝ2(2d)

(µrαj(2d)), (44)

where Ĝ·(2d) is the magnitude of Fourier spectrum of g·(2d) ,
and j(2d) is the corresponding frequency coordinate in 2D.
We apply Cartesian phase correlation for scale and rotation
registration at the same time.

We further represent Ĝ1(2d)
and Ĝ2(2d)

in the log-polar
coordinate:

ρ1(log |j(2d)|,∠j(2d)) = ρ2(log |j(2d)|+ log µ,∠j(2d) + α).
(45)

Fig. 3: The overall pipeline of the rotation registration scheme
of DPCN++. 3D: The heterogeneous inputs are rasterized into
2B × 2B × 2B grid, where B is the bandwidth. Then the
two feature extractors retrieve unified features for the phase
correlation solver. 2D: The process is similar to the 3D version
but different in the dimension of feature extraction.

Note that for 2D grids, the rotation is only determined by
one angle, so it is encoded linearly in one axis.

Phase Correlation for Rotation, Scale and Translation:
Note that Eq. 45 has the similar form to Eq. 37, where the
rotation and scale are in the two axes, thus we similarly
apply 2D Cartesian phase correlation like Eq. 38, Eq. 39 and
Eq. 40 in 3D for estimation, and employ Eq. 42 as losses.
Once the rotation and scale are estimated, they are applied
to compensate g2(2d)

to yield gr̂α,µ̂2(2d)
, which leads to:

g1(2d)
(k(2d)) = gr̂α,µ̂2(2d)

(k(2d) − t). (46)

To estimate t̂, we also apply 2D Cartesian phase correlation
as that in rotation and scale stage, which finally completes
the differentiable phase correlation solver for 4DoF case.

5 DEEP PHASE CORRELATION NETWORK

With the differentiable phase correlation QDPC , we have
error backpropagated to the feature grids both in 3D and
2D. The remaining problem is the design of Qθ1 and Qθ2 for
building the feature grid. The function consists of two parts,
a voxelization part, which converts data in different modals
to a unified grid based representation, and a deep network
part, which extracts the dense feature from the grid.

5.1 Data Voxelization
In the voxelization part, the process is simple. We first create
a grid V (k) with k ∈ [−B,B − 1]3, and fill all voxels with
zeros. Then, for non-grid data v e.g. point cloud, we label
the voxel with 1 if there is a point occupying this voxel.
Therefore, the resultant voxel is binary for pure point cloud,
V (k) ∈ {0, 1}. We can also assign voxels with the hand-
crafted feature of points occupying it e.g. density, resulting
in a real valued grid, V (k) ∈ R. For data with additional
features e.g. colored point cloud, a multi-channel grid can
be built V (k) ∈ RC , where C is the size of the feature. In
this paper, we focus on the first two types of grid. For grid
data like SDF, we directly regard it as V (k). For 2D cases,
since the input images are already represented in the grid,
we only need to reshape the images to the shape of 2B×2B.
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5.2 Deep Feature Extraction

In conventional phase correlation, low pass filter is applied
to suppress high frequency noise in the two inputs, which
can be seen as a special form of feature extractor [55], [5].
For more general form of inputs, the hand crafted low pass
filter is far from sufficient. Considering that there is no
common feature to directly supervise the feature extractor,
an end-to-end learning of feature extractor leveraged by
the differentiable phase correlation is able to address the
problem without assuming feature types like points, lines
or edges.

Given a pair of inputs v1 and v2, after voxelization to
data grids V (k), features grids are then extracted using
UNet U(V (k)). We apply different feature extraction net-
works for rotation/scale registration, and translation regis-
tration:

grµ,1(k) = Qθ1,rµ(v1) = Uθ1,rµ(V1(k)) (47)
gt,1(k) = Qθ1,t(v1) = Uθ1,t(V1(k)) (48)

grµ,2(k) = Qθ2,rµ(v2) = Uθ2,rµ(V2(k)) (49)
gt,2(k) = Qθ2,t(v

r,µ
2 ) = Uθ2,t(V

r,µ
2 (k)), (50)

where vr,µ2 and V r,µ2 (k) are the rotation and scale com-
pensated v2 and the corresponding voxelized data grid
respectively. Note that in the training stage, {r, µ} is given
by the ground truth {r∗, µ∗} while in the inference stage,
they are given by the estimated results {r̂, µ̂}. The whole
process of the DPCN++ forward inference is summarized in
Algorithm 1.

Architecture in Detail: The UNet3D is adopted from [64],
with Each UNet constructed with 4 down-sampling encoder
layers and 4 up-sampling decoder layers to extract features.
We choose the LeakyReLU as activation [66]. In the training
stage, the parameters of the UNets as well as the tempera-
ture ξ for softmax are tuned.

5.3 The Chain Rule of DPCN++

We present the chain rule to derive the back-propagation
evaluation to train DPCN++. We first show the gradient of
QDPC , by which the gradient of loss with respect to the
network parameter {θ1,rs, θ2,rs, θ1,t, θ2,t} is derived.

Gradient of DPC with respect to Input: We set rotation as
an example to derive the gradient of the loss with respect to
the first input g1(k) as:

∂Lr
∂g1(k)

=
∂Lr
∂r̂

∑
ri

∂r̂

∂f(ri)

∂f(ri)

∂g1(k)
, (51)

where the gradient consists of three terms. The first term is
common. The second term, according to Eq. 18, we have:

∂r̂

∂f(ri)
=

∑
j ξr(ri − rj)eξr(f(ri)+f(rj))

(
∑
k e

ξrf(rk))2
. (52)

For the third term, it is the gradient of the Fourier and
spherical transforms. Note that these transforms are actu-
ally linear, so the derivation is not difficult. We leave the
derivation in Appendix B.1.

Algorithm 1 Deep Phase Correlation Network (DPCN++)

Input: heterogeneous representation {v1, v2}, bandwidth
B, ground truth of relative pose {t∗, r∗, µ∗}

Output: t̂, r̂, µ̂
1: . Feature Grids in Rotation(Scale) Stage with Qθ,rµ
2: {grµ,1, grµ,2} ← {Qθ1,rµ(v1), Qθ2,rµ(v2)}
3: . Decouple Translation
4: {Ĝ1, Ĝ2} ← |FourierTransform({grµ,1, grµ,2})|
5: . Decouple Scale
6: if dimension of grµ,1 = 2 then
7: {s1, s2} ← LogPolar({Ĝ1, Ĝ2})
8: else if dimension of grµ,1 = 3 then
9: {s1, s2} ← Spherical({Ĝ1, Ĝ2})

10: end if
11: . Estimate r̂, µ̂
12: if dimension of grµ,1 = 2 then
13: {r̂, µ̂} ← CartesianPhaseCorrelation(s1, s2)
14: else if dimension of grµ,1 = 3 then
15: r̂ ← SphericalPhaseCorrelation(s1, s2)
16: . Decouple Rotation
17: gr̂rµ,2 ← Transform(grµ,2, r̂)
18: {g1,2D, g

r̂
2,2D} ← {

∑
j1
grµ,1,

∑
j1
gr̂rµ,2}

19: µ̂← CartesianPhaseCorrelation(LogPolar(
20: |FourierTransform({g1,2D, g

r̂
2,2D})|))

21: end if
22: . Estimate t̂
23: vr̂,µ̂2 ← Transform(v2, {r̂, µ̂})
24: . Feature Grids in Translation Stage with Qθ,t
25: {gt,1, gt,2} ← {Qθ1,t(v1), Qθ2,t(v

r̂,µ̂
2 )}

26: t̂← CartesianPhaseCorrelation(gt,1, gt,2)
27: . Train All Feature Extractors
28: BackPropagate(L({t̂, r̂, µ̂}, {t∗, r∗, µ∗}))
29: return t̂, r̂, µ̂

Gradient of DPC with respect to Temperature: For the
temperature parameter ξr , the gradient is:

∂Lr
∂ξr

=
∂Lr
∂r̂

∂r̂

∂ξr
, (53)

where the first term is the same as that in Eq. 51, and the
second term is given as:

∂r̂

∂ξr
=

∑
i

∑
j rie

ξr(f(ri)+f(rj))(ri − rj)
(
∑
k e

ξrf(rk))2
. (54)

Gradient of DPCN++: We finally show the full chain rule
of the rotation supervised loss with respect to the feature
extraction network parameters θ1,rs:

∂Lr
∂θ1,rs

=
∑
k

∂Lr
∂g1(k)

∂g1(k)

∂θ1,rs
, (55)

where the first term of the gradient is given in Eq. 51, the
second term is given by the gradient of the UNet, which
we can calculate by auto-gradient in public available deep
learning package.

For the back-propagation pathway from loss to trans-
lation and scale, as well as the gradient with respect to
the second input, a similar process can be followed. Note
that the derivation above does not depend on any specific
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Fig. 4: Simulation dataset (left) containing “Homogeneous”, “Heterogeneous” and “Heterogeneous w/ Outlier” sets. Aero-
Ground Dataset (right) containing “drone’s view”, “LiDAR intensity”, “stereo” and “satellite”. The experiments are carried out
on location (a) and (b) separately in which the model is trained on images pairs generated inside red areas and validated on
images pairs generated inside blue area. The generalization is carried out with estimating poses of images inside location (c) with
models trained on (a) and (b).

feature network, it is a general framework for implementing
the back-propagation of versatile pose registration using
DPCN++.

5.4 Training Details

Following the forward and backward process introduced
above, we can implement the whole DPCN++ with gradi-
ents except for several sampling processes including: spher-
ical transform, DH-Grid transform and log-polar transform.
We apply sampling by linear interpolation, through which
the re-sampled pixels are a continuous function of pre-
sampled pixels, keeping valid gradients.

Loss and Learning Setting: We conclude the DPCN++ by
presenting the total loss of DPCN++, which is a combination
of rotation loss Lr , translation loss Lt, and scale loss Lµ:

L = Lr + Lt + Lµ
= waLr,kld + wbLr,l1 + wcLt,kld
+ wdLt,l1 + weLµ,kld + wfLµ,l1,

(56)

where w· are the weights for each loss. In the experiments,
these weights are {1, 3, 3, 1, 1, 3}. This total loss guides
the learning of both feature extractor parameters and the
optimizer temperature parameters.

The code is implemented under PyTorch, with the hard-
ware settings of CPU i9 12900k, GPU RTX3090×2, and RAM
128GB. The learning rate is set to 3e−4 for heterogeneous
and 5e−5 for homogeneous with epoch decay. Due to the
memory consumption of 3D UNets, the training batch size is
set to 1, which also means there is no batch level operation.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We first conduct experiments on 2D-2D BEV image registra-
tion, along with a case study to illustrate the intermediate
steps of our method in 2D. Next, we show extensive com-
parisons of 3D-3D homogeneous and heterogeneous pose
registration. Finally, we validate our design choices in the
ablation study.

TABLE 1: Results of the heterogeneous 2D registration in
simulation and in scene (a) and (b) of the AG dataset. Note:
“l2sat”, “l2d”, “s2sat”, “s2d” are the abbreviation for “LiDAR
Local Map” to “Satellite Map”, “LiDAR Local Map” to “Drone’s
Birds-eye Camera”, “Stereo Local Map” to “Satellite Map”,
“Stereo Local Map” to “Drone’s Birds-eye Camera”, respec-
tively. The runtime are measured in milliseconds. The best
numbers are in bold and the secondaries are underlined.

Method Exp. Accx10 Accy10 Accr1 Accµ0.2 Runtime

PC [55] sim 69.1 45.7 72.3 97.6 18.3
R2D2 [47] sim 31.4 21.4 40.2 75.4 244.2
DS [2] sim 87.1 91.9 23.9 \ 301.3
DAM [45] sim 99.6 99.2 80.8 \ 114.2
RPR [26] sim 62.1 49.1 78.3 96.7 6.47
DPCN++ sim 100 100 100 100 22.1

R2D2 [47] l2sat(a) 32.7 41.1 37.6 71.2 244.1
l2d(a) 39.1 45.7 30.1 73.5 244.1
s2sat(a) 32.9 40.6 27.6 69.5 244.3
s2d(a) 41.7 41.9 32.9 75.9 244.2

DAM [45] l2sat(a) 55.4 70.8 37.8 \ 110.6
l2d(a) 39.4 66.8 22.5 \ 117.3
s2sat(a) 35.2 33.6 24.1 \ 114.4
s2d(a) 51.5 43.9 33.9 \ 114.2

DPCN++ l2sat(a) 96.9 98.0 99.2 95.5 24.75
l2d(a) 98.2 94.0 99.2 94.2 26.37
s2sat(a) 90.9 97.8 97.4 93.7 23.61
s2d(a) 91.3 92.6 99.3 93.5 24.72

R2D2 [47] l2d(b) 26.7 39.4 22.4 64.3 244.2
s2d(b) 22.8 28.3 25.1 66.8 244.0

DAM [45] l2d(b) 30.1 42.2 35.1 \ 113.9
s2d(b) 40.9 49.6 27.4 \ 116.5

DPCN++ l2d(b) 96.2 89.2 99.7 99.7 24.51
s2d(b) 91.6 90.6 99.4 95.0 25.63

6.1 2D-2D Pose Registration

Datasets: We evaluate our approach on two 2D datasets.
First, we construct a simulation dataset consisting of ran-
dom 2D primitives, enabling a comparison of all methods
using noise-free ground truth. As shown in Fig. 4 (left), We
further apply Gaussian filtering to the target images to ad-
ditionally simulate challenging heterogeneous image pairs.
This dataset contains 2000 randomly generated images pairs
for training and 1000 pairs for evaluation.

To further verify our performance in real-world BEV
image pose registration, we collect a multi-modal Aero-
Ground (AG) Dataset. This dataset allows for evaluating co-
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Fig. 5: Qualitative Demonstration of the case study for heterogeneous images. DFT, LPT and PC is abbreviated for discrete
Fourier transform, Log-Polar transform and phase correlation, respectively.

operative localization between ground mobile robots, micro
aerial vehicles (MAVs) and satellite. Specifically, it contains
several different image pairs as follows:

• “LiDAR Local Map” to “Drone’s Birds-eye Camera”;
• “LiDAR Local Map” to “Satellite Map”;
• “Stereo Local Map” to “Drone’s Birds-eye Camera”;
• “Stereo Local Map” to “Satellite Map”.

The 4DoF ground truth of the dataset is manually la-
beled. This dataset contains three scenes, where we split
the training and testing regions without spatial overlapping,
see Fig. 4 (right). Both the simulation dataset and the AG
dataset have image resolutions of 256 × 256. For each
input pair, we constrain both horizontal (x) and vertical (y)
translation changes in the range of [−50, 50] pixels, together
with rotation and scale change within [0, π) and [0.8, 1.2],
respectively.

Baselines: For 2D image 4DoF registration, we first com-
pare the performance with Phase Correlation (PC) [55],
a learning-free version of our approach by eliminating
the feature extraction network. We further compare to
learning-based methods, Relative Pose Regression (RPR)
[26], DAM [45], R2D2 [47], and Dense Search (DS) [2].
RPR [26] directly regresses the pose without integrating an
explicit pose solver. DAM is similar to RPR but introduces
feature correlations as an intermediate representation. As
DAM does not estimate scale, we provide the ground truth
scale to DAM in both training and testing. We retrain
both RPR and DAM on our datasets. R2D2 is a feature
point based pose registration method, which, estimates a
similarity transform using feature correspondences together
with an SVD solver. This is recently popular for visual
localization [24] [73]. Finally, DS is similar to our work but
uses a different solver which exhaustively rotates the source
image among a set of candidate angles to find the best
match wrt. the target. Due to the exhaustive search, DS is
computationally expensive, thus we also relax it to 3DoF
with ground truth scale as DAM, and train it in a small
range, [0◦, 15◦].

Evaluation Metrics: We evaluate the percentage of estima-
tion with an error lower than a given threshold, Accuracy in

Units (Acc):

Accr1 =
1

n

n∑
i=1

#{|r∗i − r̂i| 6 1◦} × 100% (57)

Acct10 =
1

n

n∑
i=1

#{|t∗i − t̂i| 6 10pixels} × 100% (58)

Accµ0.2 =
1

n

n∑
i=1

#{|µ∗i − µ̂i| 6 0.2} × 100% (59)

where # is the count of the set {·}, and n is the total amount
of image pairs. Note that for the AG dataset, each ground
image is generated at a scale of 0.1m per pixel. Thus, the
threshold error of 10pixels for translation indicates for 1m
in the real world.

6.1.1 Case Study
We first conduct a case study for the 2D registration by vi-
sualizing and analyzing intermediate results of our pipeline
during the 2D heterogeneous registration on the AG dataset.
Fig. 5 shows the intermediate result of discrete Fourier
transform, and Log-Polar transform when estimating rota-
tion and scale, as well as the phase correlation results for
both stages (translation, rotation and scale). It reveals that,
when dealing with heterogeneous inputs, the traditional PC
fails due to the difference in appearance. In contrast, by
training end to end, the feature extractors learn to gener-
ate features that can be registered by PC, thus capable of
matching heterogeneous inputs. More cases can be found in
Appendix C.1.

6.1.2 Heterogeneous Registration
We now compare with the baselines in the challenging
heterogeneous registration. The comparisons given homo-
geneous inputs are shown in Appendix C.3.

Simulation Dataset: Experimental results on the simulation
dataset are shown in Tab. 1 (sim). It can be seen that our
approach reaches 100% accuracy rate on the simulation
dataset, outperforming all baselines. Though PC and R2D2
perform well in the homogeneous case as shown in Ap-
pendix C.3, they fail in heterogeneous cases, demonstrating
the effectiveness of our combination of learned feature ex-
tractors and PC. Note that DPCN++ only requires ground
truth pose for supervision, while R2D2 relies on supervision
in the form of dense correspondences that are harder to
obtain. The better performance of DAM against RPR val-
idates the effectiveness of an explicit intermediate repre-
sentation to bring inductive bias. But the direct regression
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Fig. 6: Quantitative Comparison on Homogeneous Object-level Registration in MVP dataset.

of DAM causes the lower accuracy than that of DPCN++.
For DS, it is mainly limited by the search range due to the
expensive cost. It is worth noting that DPCN++ can also be
considered as an exhaustive solver, but the solution space
is significantly reduced by decoupling rotation, scale and
translation. In terms of efficiency, our method is slower than
and RPR, yet still allows for pose registration at 50 FPS. The
performance is also evaluated by Mean Square Error (MSE)
and more thresholds of Acc in the Appendix C.3.

AG Dataset: In this experiment, we select R2D2 and DAM
as representative baselines for solver-based and solver-free
methods, respectively. Tab. 1 shows evaluation results on
scene (a) and (b) of the AG dataset. As can be seen, when
estimating 4DoF poses across real-world sensors, our ap-
proach achieves accuracy rate above 89.2% at a threshold of
1m, typically sufficient for many applications. Though DAM
is relaxed to 3DoF registration given ground truth scale, our
approach still outperforms it by a large margin. The result
of R2D2 indicates that, when the style of inputs changes
drastically, matching local feature tends to be difficult. The
Mean Square Error (MSE) and more thresholds for Acc are
evaluated in the Appendix C.3 C.4. The additional examples
of the experiments comparing with the classical PC is shown
in the Appendix C.1 and C.2.

To evaluate the generalization of DPCN++, we conduct

experiments on scene (c) with DPCN++ trained on scene (a)
and (b) and DAM model trained on partial data of scene
(c). The results shown in the Appendix C.5 indicate that
our approach is capable of estimating poses with a similar
accuracy regardless of scene changes, and still outperforms
DAM which is specifically trained on partial data of scene
(c). Therefore, the generalization of employing an explicit
interpretable solver is verified.

6.2 3D-3D Pose Registration

Datasets: For homogeneous registration, we evaluate
DPCN++ and the baselines on two different datasets, an
object-level dataset MVP Benchmark [42], and a scene-level
dataset 3DMatch [72]. The MVP Benchmark contains 6400
training pairs and 1200 testing pairs. The 3DMatch dataset
consists of 54 scenes for training and 8 scenes for testing.
For both datasets, we apply random 7DoF relative transfor-
mation between inputs pairs. Based on the completeness of
measurement, three scenarios are tested including complete-
to-complete, partial-to-complete, and partial-to-partial.

For heterogeneous registration, we first construct a het-
erogeneous dataset based on Linemod [22] as a proof of
concept. By extracting point cloud and building SDF from
the mesh provided by Linemod, we evaluate versatile pose
registration across these three modalities. We follow the
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Fig. 7: Qualitative Comparison on Homogeneous Object-level Registration on the MVP dataset. We show point cloud-wise
registration results with 50% outliers. Note: Blue and green point the source and target and the red are the outliers.

Fig. 8: Qualitative Comparison on Homogeneous Scene-level Registration on 3DMatch. We show one successful case for all
baselines. The flaws of several baselines are captured in red boxes.

settings of homogeneous registration in relative pose gen-
eration and scenarios. More detailed settings are elaborated
in the Appendix A.1.

We further evaluate heterogeneous registration us-
ing medical imaging dataset, including CT-MRI pairs of
RIRE [62], and CT-Ultrasound pairs on “USCT” [38]. RIRE
provides registered CT and MRI images of the human and
“USCT” provides CT and Ultrasound images of humans
spines, canine spines, and lamb spines. For all datasets, we
randomly initialize relative transformations for each inputs
pairs following the rules in Sec 6.2.1. More details regarding
the settings are provided in Appendix A.2.

Baselines: We compare homogeneous registration perfor-
mance of DPCN++ to three lines of methods: 1) Learning-
free methods: PC, the learning-free version of our ap-
proach by eliminating the feature extraction network but
for 7DoF pose registration. TEASER [69], a state-of-the-art
7DoF robust point cloud registration method with superior
performance in handling large outlier rates. We also com-
pare TEASER with certification (CERT) [69], an improved
version of TEASER at the cost of increasing the inference
time. For correspondences of TEASER, we utilize the FPFH
introduced in [69] following the original implementation.

TABLE 2: The evluation results on 3DMatch dataset.

Scenes

Baselines
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s)
TEASER [69] 92.9 86.5 97.8 89.4 94.4 91.1 83.1 39
TEASER (CERT) 94.1 88.7 98.2 91.9 94.4 94.3 88.6 � 1000
DCP [59] 85.1 84.9 86.2 89.3 80.5 79.6 85.4 73
DeepGMR [71] 83.5 88.1 82.2 85.8 83.1 81.3 81.7 63
PNLK [1] 81.2 82.9 81.5 86.3 79.1 77.4 80.5 > 200
DPCN++64 93.5 91.2 94.7 93.1 95.7 92.3 92.1 17
DPCN++100 94.4 92.2 95.6 95.3 96.2 94.1 92.6 23
DPCN++128 96.2 94.1 96.1 95.9 97.3 94.7 93.5 37

2) Correspondence-based learning methods: DCP [59] and
DeepGMR [71], both methods overcome the local conver-
gence of ICP by learning the feature correspondences. 3)
Correspondence-free learning methods: PointNetLK [1], a
method employs a gradient based solver to minimize the
similarity between learned features. Note that DCP, Deep-
GMR and PointNetLK are designed for 6DoF pose regis-
tration, thus we provide them the ground truth scale, and
only evaluate rotation and translation. For all methods, we
do not apply post-processing like ICP.

Evaluation Metrics: We follow the metrics for evaluating
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Fig. 9: Quantitative Comparison on Heterogeneous Registration of point cloud to mesh. The result of “Partial to Partial” is
demonstrated in the Appendix D.3.

Fig. 10: Qualitative Demonstration on Heterogeneous Registration of point cloud to mesh. Blue points stands for the source
point cloud and red are the outliers.

3D poses in [59], [69], [71], with the error for translation Et,
rotation Er and scale Eµ defined as:

Et = ‖t̂− t∗‖ (60)

Er = | arccos
tr(r̂Tr∗)− 1

2
| (61)

Eµ = ‖µ̂− µ∗‖, (62)

where ·̂ and ·∗ are the estimated result and the ground truth
of ·, respectively.

6.2.1 Homogeneous Registration

Object-Level Registration: The MVP Benchmark con-
tains complete point clouds and the corresponding partial
version, we thus consider three scenarios for object-level
point cloud registration: i) complete-to-complete, ii) partial-
to-complete, and iii) partial-to-partial. The target relative

pose is generated by randomly sampling from ‖t‖ ≤ 1m,
r ∈ SO(3), and µ ∈ [0.8, 1.2]. To evaluate the robustness
against noisy input, we also add random outliers to one of
the point clouds. The outlier rate ranges from 0% to 50%
with an increase of 10% at a time.

Fig. 6 shows the translation, rotation and scale er-
ror wrt. varying outlier rate for three scenarios. DPCN++
is evaluated at three different bandwidths {64, 100, 128},
named DPCN++64, DPCN++100 and DPCN++128. Fig. 6
(a) shows that when registering two complete point clouds,
DPCN++ is competitive with the state-of-the-art method
TEASER given various outlier rates. The learning-free PC
at bandwidth 128 (PC128) also shows similar performance
throughout different rates of outliers. These results demon-
strate the advantage of the global convergent solver in the
initialization-free setting when the data is completed.
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Fig. 11: Quantitative Comparison on Heterogeneous Registration of point cloud to SDF.

Fig. 12: Qualitative Comparison on Heterogeneous Registra-
tion of point cloud to SDF.

However, when the source or the target is partially
observed as shown in Fig. 6 (b) and Fig. 6 (c), the re-
sult is different. Both TEASER and PC have degenerated
performance, indicating their sensitivity to completeness.
The missing part of the source makes the corresponding
part of the target become significant outliers. In contrast,
DPCN++ retains a similar performance compared to the
complete-to-complete setting and achieves the best per-
formance, validating the effectiveness of the deep feature
extraction network. By training end-to-end guided by the
differentiable solver, the network is capable of filtering the
outliers and enhancing crucial features for registration. For
other methods with deep feature extractor including DCP,
DeepGMR and PNKL, their performances also degenerate
less than TEASER and PC when the point cloud is not
complete. However, these methods struggle to achieve low
error based on their own solvers, reflecting the advantage
of the global convergent and correspondence-free phase
correlation solver used in DCPN++. The qualitative results
in Fig. 7 lead to consistent conclusions.

Scene-Level Registration: We follow the same way as in
object-level registration to generate the target relative pose
between a pair of point clouds, which is also the same
settings in [69]. We do not add additional random outliers as
the point clouds are collected in the real world and contains
sensor noises. We employ 500 pairs in the Kitchen scene for
training and leave other scenes for testing. We follow the
same metrics as in [69] that the registration is success when

1) rotation error smaller that 10◦, and 2) translation error
less than 30cm.

Tab. 2 shows the success rate of all methods, upon
which the results of TEASER and TEASER (CERT) are taken
from [69]. It can be seen that our method performs the
best on most scenes. TEASER is also highly competitive
on this dataset as the overlap between partial observa-
tions is larger compared to the object-level registration,
thus TEASER is less affected by the completeness of the
point cloud. TEASER (CERT) raises a higher accuracy with
certification, but at the cost of much more computation time.
Compared with other learning-based methods, our method
still achieves higher accuracy owing to the solver. Fig. 8
shows the cases for qualitative evaluation. Considering that
only one threshold may not fully reflect the registration
error, we additionally report results evaluated with varying
thresholds in Appendix D.2.

6.2.2 Heterogeneous Registration

Point Cloud-Mesh-SDF: To verify the heterogeneous 7DoF
registration, we carry out experiments across 3D represen-
tations including i) point cloud, ii) mesh and iii) Signed
Distance Field (SDF). The relative pose between the two
measurements is generated following the settings in homo-
geneous registration. We take the best performing baseline
among all sub-second methods, TEASER, for comparison.
As TEASER is not directly applicable for heterogeneous
registration, we convert mesh and SDF to point cloud to
evaluate it in the homogeneous setting. We denote this
baseline as TEASER*. Moreover, we also consider a baseline
DPCN++* which also takes a pair of point clouds as input.
Note that both TEASER* and DPCN++* assume the conver-
sion between different types of representations are known,
while the conversion is non-trivial in many applications,
e.g., medical imaging.

Fig. 9, Fig. 11, and Fig. 13 show the translation, rota-
tion and scale error cloud to mesh, point cloud to SDF,
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Fig. 13: Quantitative Comparison on Heterogeneous Registration of mesh to SDF.

Fig. 14: Qualitative Comparison on Heterogeneous Registra-
tion of mesh to SDF.

and mesh to SDF registration respectively. Note that in all
scenarios, DPCN++ achieves similar performance to that
of DPCN++* without applying the conversion in prior.
Instead, the common features from heterogeneous input can
be built by the extraction network. This result verifies the
usefulness of heterogeneous registration in practice. In addi-
tion, as the result of homogeneous registration, DPCN++ in
complete-to-complete scenario has smaller errors than those
of the partial-to-complete scenario by a small margin, while
TEASER* has a large degeneration. The qualitative cases of
the versatile registration are shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 12 and
Fig. 14.

CT-MRI-3D Ultrasound: We further evaluate the hetero-
geneous 3D registration with real medical images captured
by CT, MRI and 3D ultrasound. In this task, the different
modality captures the different part of the body, e.g., CT
images usually reflects the structure of the bone while MRI,
muscle and tissue. As the conversion between different
modalities is unknown, we only evaluate DPCN++ in this
problem. We focus on the rigid part, i.e. bone, registration
for medical imaging. Fig. 15 and Fig 16 show the quan-
titative and qualitative results. Note that even with large
noise in 3D ultrasound for the human spine, a successful
registration between 3D ultrasound and CT is achieved.
These results again show that by training DPCN++ end-to-
end, the feature extractors are able to learn common features
from data to enable challenging heterogeneous registration,
demonstrating the value of DPCN++ in real applications.

6.3 Ablation Study

Bandwidth: An important factor to tune DPCN++ is the
bandwidth. We compare DPCN++ with the bandwidth of
{64, 100, 128} in both homogeneous and heterogeneous
pose registration tasks above. All results show that a higher
bandwidth brings a better accuracy. This result is intuitive
since a higher bandwidth gives a finer resolution of pose
estimation.

Solver Architecture: We further focus on the solver archi-
tecture by evaluating the necessity of decoupling translation
and scale from the rotation. We compare DPCN++ with and
without the step of building translation invariance. Theoret-
ically, DPCN++ without translation invariance (DPCN w/o
t-) fails when initial translation error is large. As a reference,
we also add the result of PC128. Both versions of DPCN++
are trained on the dataset with 0cm relative translation, but
evaluated on dataset with various relative translation.

In Fig. 17, while DPCN++ gives similar performance
with unseen growing translation, DPCN++ without trans-
lation invariance highly depends on the relative translation.
Despite achieving the same performance given small rel-
ative translation, it fails soon when the translation grows.
On the other hand, PC128 shows similar performance with
growing translation but has almost consistently larger error
comparing to DPCN++ for all relative translation. This
result demonstrates the superiority of DPCN++ by incor-
porating strong inductive bias with the carefully designed
solver architecture, where this inductive bias is hard to be
learned purely from data.

6.4 Limitation
Though DPCN++ is shown to be versatile, robust, and
effective in the experiments, the main bottleneck of the
method is the intensive memory consumption. In this paper,
we choose the UNet as the deep feature extractor, which
limits the bandwidth of the DPCN++ up to 128 while taking
two RTX3090 for training. We believe that with more light-
weight feature extractors to be proposed, and with the
advancement of the hardware, the limitation can be relieved
in the future. We also report a representative failure case in
Appendix D.1, which reveals the fact DPCN++ might be
degraded to the inputs with relatively small overlaps. The
authors believe that with attention involves, the degenera-
tion brought by small overlaps can be further reduced.

7 CONCLUSION

We present a general end-to-end feature grid registration
framework, DPCN++, for versatile pose registration prob-
lems. In DPCN++, the core component is a differentiable,
global convergent, correspondence-free phase correlation
solver that enables back-propagating the pose error to the
learnable feature extractors, which addresses the outlier
sensitivity of correspondence-based methods, and the lo-
cal convergence of previous correspondence-free methods.
With the DPC solver, it is unnecessary to define the specific
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Fig. 15: Quantitative Comparison on Heterogeneous Registration of medical images.

Fig. 16: Qualitative Comparison on Heterogeneous Registration of medical images.

Fig. 17: Quantitative Comparison for Ablation Study. The
translation in the horizontal axis stands for the initial trans-
lation between the source and the target.

form of feature, which is learned fully driven by data. We
evaluate DPCN++ on both 2D and 3D registration tasks
including BEV images, object and scene level 3D measure-
ments, as well as medical images. All results show that our
method is able to register both homogeneous and heteroge-
neous sensor measurements with competitive performance,
verifying the strong inductive bias brought by the DPC
solver.

In the future, we would like to investigate the shape
deformation in the pose registration tasks to address the
problem when there is no model exactly the same to the
given sensor measurement.
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APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS

A.1 Point-Mesh-SDF Registration
SETUP: To design such experiments, we choose the “Linemod” dataset which provides meshes of different objects. We
generate point clouds and SDFs out of such meshes with the python library “Open3D”[76], and transform point cloud vpc
or SDF vsdf with the randomely generated transformation T t,r,µ. Note that we sample 6000 points for each vpc from the
mesh vm, and the size of the vsdf is 2B × 2B × 2B, which is dependent of the bandwidth B. We train the DPCN++ with
2000 samples of {vpc, vm, vsdf} generated from {cat, holepuncher, can, bench, driller} and test the performance with 500
samples from {duck, lamp, cup, ape, phone, iron} Note that for experiments that contain point clouds we also generate
outliers in the same way as 6.2.1. To test the robustness of the framework, we also conduct experiments on three cases, i)
complete to complete, ii) partial to complete, and iii) partial to partial. Unlike using the MVP dataset, we have to make our
own partial-complete data. For point clouds and meshes, we obtain such partial data by directly cutting points or meshes
from a random region which makes up 20% of the whole area of the object. For the SDF, we randomly select a region (20%
of the whole volume of the input) and paint the pixels in it as 1e999. For comparison, we extract point clouds from the
inputs of all the cases and test the corresponding performances of TEASER and DPCN++128 on such point clouds, denoted
as TEASER* and DPCN++128*.

A.2 Medical Images Registration
SETUP: We conduct experiments between CT, MRI, and 3D Ultrasounds. For these medical images, the data comes with
an perfect format of grids, but with different range of values for difference usages. Therefore, it is possible to align these
3D images, which will eventually help in practical applications. We choose “RIRE” which contains one labeled pair of CT
and MRI of human head for CT-MRI rigid registration, and[38] which contains several paires of labeled CT to Ultrasound
images (one pair of canine spine, three pairs of human spine and one pair of lamp spine). Since there is not much of
trainable data with ground truth of relative poses, we randomly crop every trainable samples from each datasets into 1000
pieces for training. We also label some non-labeled data by experts with the software “3D Slicer” [6] for testing. Unlike
what we do in the point-mesh-sdf case, we can not extract point cloud from either CT, MRI, or 3D ultrasound since the
points are of no sense, and therefore are not able to compare to TEASER* or DPCN++128*.

APPENDIX B
ELABORATION ON ALGORITHM:
B.1 Detailed Backward Propagation Formula
Based on Eq.51 and following the notations in Eq.6 and Eq.17, we can further elaborate on the backward propagation
formula of DPC due to the chain rule of partial derivative.

∂Lr
∂g1(k)

=
∂Lr
∂r̂

∑
ri

∂r̂

∂f(ri)

∂f(ri)

∂F

∂F

∂Š1

∑
λ̌

∑
j

∂Š1

∂š1(λ̌)

∂š1(λ̌)

∂Ĝ1(j)

∂Ĝ1(j)

∂g1(k)
(63)

From Eq.6, and Eq.17, the forward process mainly consists of Fourier transform, spherical Fourier transform, Hadamard
product and inverse SO(3) Fourier transform. Since the Hadamard product is quite simple, we omit this derivation and
display the detailed backward propagation derivation of the three Fourier transforms in the following sections.

B.1.1 Fourier Transform
From Eq.6 we can know that:

G1(j) =
1

(2B)3

∑
k

g(k)e−i2π(jTk), (64)

where k = [x y z]T and this formula shows the form of 3D discrete Fourier transform. Ĝ1(j) is the magnitude of the
frequency spectrum G1(j). Based on the definitions, we have:

Ĝ1(j) = G1(j)Ḡ1(j) (65)

Then following the chain rule, the derivative of the 3D discrete Fourier transform can be calculated below:

∂Ĝ1(j)

∂g1(k)
=
∂Ĝ1(j)

∂G1(j)

∂G1(j)

∂g1(k)
+
∂Ĝ1(j)

∂Ḡ1(j)

∂Ḡ1(j)

∂g1(k)
(66)

Therefore taking ∂G1(j)
∂g1(k) as an example, it can be derived as follows:

∂G1(j)

∂g1(k)
= e−i2π(jTk) (67)
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B.1.2 Spherical Fourier Transform
Here we derive the partial derivative of spherical Fourier transform. For each sampled grid described as š(λ̌) in spherical
coordinates, the partial derivative can be represented as:

∂Š1

∂š1(λ̌)
=

[
∂Š11

∂š1(λ̌)
∂Š12

∂š1(λ̌)
· · · ∂Š1B2

∂š1(λ̌)

]T
(68)

where Š1p(p = 1, 2, .., B2) is for the p th element of Š1. According to [21], the spherical Fourier transform can be
represented more specifically in our case:

Š1p =

√
2π

2B

∑
λ̌

auš1(λ̌)Yp(λ̌), (69)

where au is a compensating weight and Yp is the spherical harmonics. More details about the spherical Fourier transform
can be found in [21]. We can calculate ∂Š1p

∂š1(λ̌)
based on the spherical Fourier transform formula:

∂Š1p

∂š1(λ̌)
=

√
2π

2B
auYp(λ̌) (p = 1, 2, ..., B2) (70)

B.1.3 Inverse SO(3) Fourier Transform
According to [14], the SO(3) Fourier transformation FSO(3) as well as its inverse transformation iFSO(3), can ultimately be
regarded as linear transformation. Therefore, from Eq.17 we know that the inverse SO(3) Fourier transformation of F is
f ∈ R2B×2B×2B . One element of f can be represented as follows:

f(ri) = WiF (71)

where Wi represents the inverse SO(3) Fourier transform with respect to f(ri) and we use the symbolic expression to
avoid tedious expressions and highlight the essence. More details are illustrated in [14]. Then we can derive the following
partial derivative and WT

i can be regarded as SO(3) Fourier transform, the inverse transform of inverse SO(3) Fourier
transform.

∂f(ri)

∂F
= WT

i (72)

APPENDIX C
ADDITIONAL DEMONSTRATION FOR 2D REGISTRATION

C.1 DPCN++ Visual Results on 2D Images
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Fig. 18: Additional four demonstrations matching heterogeneous images pairs from Aero-Ground Dataset. The respective
comparisons on classical phase correlation are shown in subsection C.2.
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C.2 Conventional Phase Correlation Results on 2D Images

Fig. 19: Comparison using classical phase correlation to match heterogeneous images pairs from subsection C.1.
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C.3 Elaboration on 2D Registration: Simulation
In this subsection, we will give the results on 2D registration in the simulation dataset, shown in Tab. 3. In additional to
the Acc, we also bring the Mean Square Error (MSE) to the evaluation:

Er =
1

n
·
N∑
i=1

(r∗i − r̂i)2,

Et =
1

n
·
N∑
i=1

(t∗i − t̂i)2,

Eµ =
1

n
·
N∑
i=1

(µ∗i − µ̂i)2.

TABLE 3: Results of simulation dataset. We choose the threshold error of 5 pixels for translation, 1◦ for rotation and 0.2× for
scale. Note: Exp.1, Exp.2 and Exp.3 is conducted on “Homogeneous”, “Heterogeneous w/ Outlier” and “Heterogeneous” sets
respectively. Bold is the best performance and underline is the secondary.

Baselines Exp. Ex Accx5 (%) Ey Accy5 (%) Er Accr1 (%) Eµ Accµ0.2 (%) Runtime(ms)

PC 1 0.6635 99.2 0.923 99.5 0.066 99.7 0.071 98.9 141.4
2 2319.553 49.2 2945.301 42.6 121.502 67.9 0.121 96.7 137.0
3 1774.159 69.1 3233.813 45.7 145.856 72.3 0.199 97.6 18.8

R2D2 1 1.031 99.1 0.995 98.6 0.055 99.8 0.069 99.2 244.1
2 458.837 32.1 328.077 28.6 291.781 41.4 0.221 71.3 243.9
3 475.639 31.4 271.551 21.4 328.524 40.2 0.174 75.4 244.2

DAM 1 53.759 90.6 28.682 95.9 19.224 81.7 \ \ 111.7
2 46.1165 71.3 89.6835 68.2 36.5608 77.8 \ \ 110.4
3 2.581 99.6 4.623 99.2 28.934 80.8 \ \ 114.2

RPR 1 8.675 96.9 2.220 97.3 16.272 90.2 0.080 95.2 6.1
2 14.6842 51.1 11.1322 56.8 101.3329 76.8 0.1846 96.1 6.5
3 22.363 62.1 32.833 49.1 97.851 78.3 0.136 96.7 6.47

DS 1 7.409 85.1 11.110 79.3 26.265 33.4 \ \ 304.5
2 6.285 83.9 7.817 79.6 25.664 27.1 \ \ 301.4
3 5.497 87.1 7.333 91.9 31.389 23.9 \ \ 301.3

DPCN++ 1 0.103 100 0.216 100 0.052 100 0.052 100 20.5
2 0.076 100 0.467 100 0.091 100 0.001 100 22.3
3 0.007 100 0.017 100 0.039 100 0.064 100 22.1

Furthermore, the threshold of estimation in experiments is elaborated by the means of graphs. Figure 20 shows the
Acc0 to 19 of translation estimation in simulation dataset.

C.4 Elaboration on 2D Registration: AeroGround Dataset
In this subsection, we give the results of evaluation with the MSE on AeroGround Dataset. The results are shown in
Tab. 4. Furthermore, the threshold of estimation in experiments is elaborated by the means of graphs. Figure 21 shows the
Acc0 to 19 of translation estimation in simulation dataset.

C.5 Elaboration on 2D Registration: Generalization
Tab. 5 and Fig. 22 verify the generalizing ability of our approach in the simulation. The model is trained on the
“Heterogeneous” set and is evaluated on “Heterogeneous w/ Outliers” in simulation datasets. The results show that
with models not specifically trained, it can still maintain a high rate of accuracy in all 4DoF .

Tab. 6 and Fig. 23 show the generalization experiments on Aero-Ground Dataset. The models are trained in scene (a)
and scene (b) and tested in scene (c).

APPENDIX D
ADDITIONAL DEMONSTRATION FOR 3D REGISTRATION

D.1 Failure Case in 3DMatch
One particular case where DPCN++ fails in the 3DMatch dataset is showcased in Fig. 24.

D.2 Quantitative Elaborations on 3DMatch
We report the success rate considering different thresholds for baselines evaluated in the 3DMatch dataset in Fig. 25.

D.3 Quantitative Elaborations on 3D Heterogeneous Registration
We further The quantitative results on partial to partial point to mesh registration are shown in Fig. 26.
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TABLE 4: Results of the heterogeneous 2D registration in simulation and in scene (a) and (b) of the AG dataset. Note: “l2sat”,
“l2d”, “s2sat”, “s2d” are the abbreviation for “LiDAR Local Map” to “Satellite Map”, “LiDAR Local Map” to “Drone’s Birds-eye
Camera”, “Stereo Local Map” to “Satellite Map”, “Stereo Local Map” to “Drone’s Birds-eye Camera”, respectively.

Scene Method Exp. Ex Accx10 Ey Accy10 Er Accr1 Eµ Accµ0.2 Runtime(ms)

(a)

R2D2 [47] l2sat 521.448 32.7 500.821 41.1 213.692 37.6 0.213 71.2 244.1
l2d 569.729 39.1 488.721 45.7 238.579 30.1 0.228 73.5 244.1
s2sat 612.823 32.9 530.865 40.6 245.733 27.6 0.261 69.5 244.3
s2d 503.763 41.7 480.554 41.9 193.838 32.9 0.207 75.9 244.2

DAM [45] l2sat 507.194 55.4 208.866 70.8 44.2139 37.8 \ \ 110.6
l2d 690.178 39.4 301.119 66.8 96.5603 22.5 \ \ 117.3
s2sat 740.688 35.2 732.416 33.6 105.1678 24.1 \ \ 114.4
s2d 536.502 51.5 616.404 43.9 68.1288 33.9 \ \ 114.2

DPCN++ l2sat 40.556 96.9 4.817 98.0 0.117 99.2 0.0034 95.5 24.75
l2d 15.530 98.2 6.453 94.0 0.041 99.2 0.012 94.2 26.37
s2sat 65.373 90.9 15.592 97.8 0.107 97.4 0.005 93.7 23.61
s2d 32.731 91.3 14.493 92.6 0.227 99.3 0.007 93.5 24.72

(b)

R2D2 [47] l2d 1035.830 26.7 666.928 39.4 313.624 22.4 0.266 64.3 244.2
s2d 941.489 22.8 531.762 28.3 294.753 25.1 0.239 66.8 244.0

DAM [45] l2d 972.822 30.1 588.412 42.2 61.334 35.1 \ \ 113.9
s2d 633.279 40.9 484.362 49.6 85.343 27.4 \ \ 116.5

DPCN++ l2d 8.004 96.2 102.359 89.2 0.005 99.7 0.001 99.7 24.51
s2d 88.742 91.6 61.086 90.6 0.763 99.4 0.004 95.0 25.63

TABLE 5: Results of generalization experiments with simulation dataset.

Exp. Ex Accx5 (%) Ey Accy5 (%) Er Accr1 (%) Eµ Accµ0.2 (%)

Heterogeneous w/ Outlier 0.0276 100 0.105 100 0.039 100 0.003 100

(a) Estimation of x in
Homogeneous dataset

(b) Estimation of y in
Homogeneous dataset

(c) Estimation of x in
Heterogeneous dataset

(d) Estimation of y in
Heterogeneous dataset

(e) Estimation of x in
Heterogeneous w/ Outlier dataset

(f) Estimation of y in
Heterogeneous w/ Outlier dataset

Fig. 20: Acc0 to 19 of translation estimation in simulation dataset.
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(a) Estimation of x in “LiDAR to
Drone” scene(a)

(b) Estimation of y in “LiDAR to
Drone” scene(a)

(c) Estimation of x in “LiDAR to
Satellite” scene(a)

(d) Estimation of y in “LiDAR to
Satellite” scene(a)

(e) Estimation of x in “Stereo to
Drone” scene(a)

(f) Estimation of y in “Stereo to
Drone” scene(a)

(g) Estimation of x in “Stereo to
Satellite” scene(a)

(h) Estimation of y in “Stereo to
Satellite” scene(a)

(i) Estimation of x in “LiDAR to
Drone” scene(b)

(j) Estimation of y in “LiDAR to
Drone” scene(b)

(k) Estimation of x in “Stereo to
Drone” scene(b)

(l) Estimation of y in “Stereo to
Drone” scene(b)

Fig. 21: Acc0 to 19 of translation estimation in Aero-Ground dataset.

(a) Estimation of x in simulation
generalization

(b) Estimation of y in simulation
generalization

Fig. 22: Acc0 to 19 of translation estimation in generalization on 2D simulation dataset.
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(a) Estimation of Accx0∼19 (b) Estimation of Accy0∼19 (c) Estimation of Accr0∼19

Fig. 23: Quantitative results of transformation estimation in generalization on scene (c) with baselines trained on scene (a) and
scene (b).

TABLE 6: Results of generalization experiments with Aero-Ground Dataset. Experiments are conducted with the input type of
stereo camera and drone’s birds-eye, therefore, the model applied in these experiments are trained on the “s2d” dataset in scene
(a) and (b). For generalization, we choose the threshold error of 15 pixels for translation, 1◦ for rotation and 0.2× for scale.

Model Ex Accx15(%) Ey Accy15(%) Erot Accrot1(%) Escale Accscale0.2(%)

DPCN in (a) 232.464 73.2 29.925 92.4 89.094 95.7 0.008 95.0

DPCN in (b) 31.207 92.2 138.545 88.5 2.879 96.3 0.015 93.3

DAM 602.8490 40.8 720.9244 33.1 88.724 22.5 \ \
R2D2 873.648 31.0 922.831 30.1 194.382 29.8 0.251 59.7

Fig. 24: One example of the failure cases in 3DMatch.

Fig. 25: The elaboration of the performances of the baselines on 3DMatch, when considering different performances on detailed
thresholds.
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Fig. 26: The elaboration on qualitative performance point-mesh registration.


